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Abstract- Focus of this study is to give and describe the details of research and workings on hydro IC engine. Hydro IC engine 
is an engine which would work with water as its fuel. The objective of this work is to decrease the use of non-renewable 
resources. The world’s population is expected to expand from about 6 billion people to 10 billion people by the year 2050, all 
striving for a better quality of life. As the Earth’s population grows, so will the demand for energy and the benefits that it 
brings improved standards of living, better health and longer life expectancy, improved literacy and opportunity, and many 
others. For the Earth to support its population, we must increase the use of energy supplies that are clean, safe, and 
cost-effective. This concept of Hydro IC engine works on temperature exchange between two chemical substances which 
continuously react among themselves and helps us to derive mechanical energy out of it. This concept of engine is based upon 
a modified version of a normal two stroke engine. This engine consists of piston and cylinder arrangement. The most important 
thing in this complete work is that this method doesn’t produce any kind of exhaust gases or chemical compounds out of it in 
the complete cycle. This engine works continuously by using this chemical substance which do not get depleted and could be 
used again and again. 
 
Keywords- Chemical compounds, Depleted, Exhaust gases, Modified version of a normal two stroke engine, Temperature 
exchange. 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In recent years the scientific and public awareness on 
environmental and energy issues has brought in major 
interests to the research of advanced technologies 
particularly in highly efficient internal combustion 
engines. Viewing from the socio-economic 
perspective, as the level of energy consumption is 
directly proportional to the economic development 
and total number of population in a country [4], the 
growing rate of population in the world today 
indicates that the energy demand is likely to increase. 
Hydro IC engine has long been concerns about their 
working in today’s life. It is more reliable to decrease 
the environmental pollution, because it is used to work 
on the hot oil and water and it has nothing to produce 
the pollutant like CO2, NOX, CO, and HC etc. Use of 
this engine is not limited up to any certain limit as it 
can be used in manufacturing field, transportation 
field and on other various fields. As the rotation of 
shaft by the Hydro IC engine is same to that of any 
other engine used nowadays. This complete concept is 
based upon the evaporation technique by which we 
intend to derive work. 
 

 

This engine can act as a Doorway to modern 
generation vehicles which will be same as today’s but 
will be efficient And eco-friendly. It is also expected 
that the average increase in population growth in 
between 2010-2020 is projected to be 10.74% [2, 3]. 
The energy demand in transportation sector is about 
40% of the total energy which is been produced 
worldwide [4]. The amount of energy which is being 
used in the transportation sector of the world is vast 
and which is expanding itself in an alarming rate and 
is needed to be kept in control, if this energy which is 
been used by the transportation sector could be 
controlled then total of 40% of energy could be  
Saved [1]. Due to the corresponding greenhouse gas 
emissions it is also in the focus of the legislation in 
many countries. Commonly road transport is 
estimated [14, 16] to cause about 75-89 % of the total 
CO2 emissions within the world’s transportation 
sector and for about 20% of the global primary energy 
consumption [13]. These values do not stay constant; 
in the time from1990 to 2005, the required energy for 
transportation increased by 37% [12] and further 
increases are expected due to the evolving markets in 
the developing countries. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Final energy usage by the main sectors of the world in 

2002 [1, 4] 
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In our proposed engine the energy generation is done 
by mixing two different compounds of different 
temperature and as a result of which an thermal 
energy exchange takes place which initiates our 
engine to work and as a result of exhaust steam is 
produced which has a large thermal energy content 
and which could be collected and which would let us 
use the wasted energy again. The large amount of 
energy from the stream of exhausted gases could 
potentially be used for waste heat energy recovery to 
increase the work output of the engine [5]. 
 
It is also found that by installing heat exchanger to 
recover exhaust energy of the engine could be saved up 
to 34% of fuel saving [6]. The produced heat is not just 
a potential loss but also is a deactivator to our work 
produced, it has an ability to decrease the work 
efficiency of our devices and so it should be effectively 
recovered so that to reduce the wear and tear expenses 
up to 35% [11]. 
 
Many larger, stationary power  generating devices use 
“external combustion” engines in which the exhaust 
products of a combustion process are used to heat a 
separate working fluid (typically water, to make 
steam) which is then expanded through a turbine (for 
steady flow) or piston/cylinder (unsteady flow) to 
produce useful work.  One could even envision an 
apparatus similar to an internal combustion engine 
working this way, with heat transfer at the appropriate 
times to and from a trapped working gas inside the 
cylinders.  An example of this type of system is the 
Stirling engine.  There are several advantages to 
external combustion engines such as potentially 
higher thermal efficiency (because an optimized 
working fluid can be used) and the ability to optimize 
the combustion process separate from the power 
generation process (which means that potentially any 
fuel or heat source can be used, and emissions can be 
reduced.)    
 
The main problem with external combustion engines 
is simply that heat transfer is too slow.  One can 
roughly compare the rates of turbulent-flow heat 
transfer to and from a cylinder to the rate of heat 
generation in a turbulent flame propagating within the 
engine as follows.  The rate of heat transfer per unit 
cross-section area (q) is given by q = k(ΔT/Δx), where 
k is the  gas thermal conductivity, ΔT is the 
temperature difference between the gas and cylinder 
wall and Δx the distance across which the heat is 
transferred.  The value of k for turbulent flows in 
engines may be 100 times that in still air,  i.e. on the 
order of 4 Watts per meter per degree Centigrade.  The 
temperature difference between combustion gases and 
the cylinder walls is typically 1500˚C.  The distance 
across which heat must be transferred in a typical 
engine is about 1 cm.  This leads to q = 600,000 Watts 

per square meter – a seemingly impressive value.  
Now compare this to the rate of heat release in a 
turbulent flame in an engine.  In this case q can be 
estimated as q = ρYfQRST where ρ is the gas density 
(about 10 kilograms per cubic meter at the time of 
combustion in an engine), Yf the fuel mass fraction 
(about 0.065 at the chemically-balanced 
(“stoichiometric”) fuel-air ratio), QR is the fuel 
heating value (about 43,000,000 Joules per kilogram 
for gasoline or other hydrocarbon fuels), and ST is the 
turbulent burning velocity (at least 2 meters per 
second at engine conditions).  Thus for turbulent 
combustion, q = 55,900,000 Watts per  square meter  –  
93 times that of heat transfer alone.  Consequently, for 
the same engine size and turbulence level, the flame 
can increase the gas temperature about 100 times 
faster than heat transfer alone.  It is for this reason that 
10 modern gas turbine engines of the type used in 
large aircraft can produce about 1 million horsepower, 
about the same as an entire coal-fired electrical 
generating plant, and steam-powered automobiles 
became obsolete nearly a century ago.  We humans 
have always tried to formulate many different 
processes so to produce useful work by less and 
efficient inputs so that it would be beneficial to us. 
This proposed engine works on the combination of 
hydrogen and oxygen, water and with another heat 
retaining mixture. This mixture has to be preheated to 
convert water in to steam and this conversion take 
place at the clearance volume of the engine and as a 
result of this conversion of water to steam, the pressure 
inside increases and due to this expansion we are 
intended to derive our useful work out of it. As we 
know for this process we would need to increase the 
temperature of the heat retaining mixture above than 
that of the boiling point of water so that it could be 
converted into steam easily, so it has to be supplied 
with sufficient amount of heat to reach the desired 
temperature. After this conversion takes place all the 
thermal energy form the heat retaining mixture is 
transferred into water so that it turns to steam with all 
that thermal energy and after this the thermal energy 
is to be collected in an intelligent way and is to be used 
again and again so that we could get a most efficient 
output. By this the cycle of energy generation and 
collection could be made complete. The efficiency of 
the cycle depends on the selected working fluids and 
operating conditions of the system. Chen et al. [10] 
reviewed 35 different types of working fluid under 
different operating conditions. It may be noted that the 
best working fluids with the highest efficiency cycles 
may not be the same for other operating conditions 
and different working fluids. 
 

II. HYDRO IC ENGINE 
 

A. Background of Engines 
As we know that the first engine designed by Huygens 
Gunpowder engine in (1680) he has used the 
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explosion of a charge of gunpowder in the internal 
combustion engine, than Lenoir engine (1860) in this 
engine it is very similar to double acting steam engine 
in which the steam is replaced by gas which is 
produced by combustion of charge of air-gas mixture , 
free piston otto-langen engine (1866) in this the piston 
is free to move vertically outward during the explosion 
and expansion stroke, Four stroke engine: principles 
of Beau de Rochas (1862) he gave the theoretical 
knowledge about the four stroke which followed by 
otto , Brayton engine(1873) it is used with features of 
constant-pressure combustion and complete 
expansion. It is used in the gas turbine , Atkinson 
engine(1885) it is used short stroke for induction and 
compression and longer stroke for expansion and 
exhaust , Diesel engine (1892) he tried in his first 
experiment to inject the coal dust particle to 
combustion chamber than after some time he injects 
the diesel which has a efficiency less than otto cycle, 
Two stroke engine clerk’s engine(1881) in this engine 
all the four stroke completes into two stroke, Other 
types of engine: Wankel engine(1957) it is rotary type 
engine which completes all four process during the 
rotary motion, Stirling engine(1816 )it is an external 
combustion engine  which has two isothermal 
process[9]. 
 
Getting the overall concepts from all of the above 
engines we found a single common factor that is the 
ignition which gave the power to the engines so 
looking at this we started to imagine some different 
material or compounds which could work the same but 
would let us better results. So we started work on 
Hydro IC engine, this  is an engine which operates on 
water and a heat retaining substance (could be any 
liquid or solid which could retain temperature more 
than 200°C and would not change its state) and as a 
result would do us the same work as that of other 
engines known to us.         
 

 
Fig. 3. The Hydro IC engine 

 
B. Working of HDRO IC ENGINE 
This engine is based on working of a two stroke engine 
with rather modifications for the use of water. 
According to our convenience we have taken an oil as 
the heat retaining element and it retains temperature 

more than 250°C without changing its state. The 
major reactants of this engine are oil of higher boiling 
point and H2O. As a result of this process the reaction 
which takes place inside the engine is the same as that 
of the reaction which takes place when water comes in 
contact with heated oil. 

 

 
Fig. 4. The working process of the engine, its combustion 

 
In the above figure 1 shows the injection of heated oil, 
in the figure 2 shows the injection of water droplet 
inside the chamber whereas in figure 3 shows the 
conversion of water into the steam. 
 
In this engine, the working substance the oil would be 
heated about 300-400 degrees by the help of external 
agent. Then the heated oil (5cc) is allowed to penetrate 
into the combustion chamber, clearance volume of the 
engine through a path way placed above the piston. In 
this heated condition water (2cc) of normal 
temperature (25°c) will be injected with an velocity of 
20m/s upon the heated oil, due to a greater 
temperature difference there is a great release of 
thermal energy, due to the higher temperature of oil 
than that of water, the water will suddenly be 
converted into vapors thus expanding the preacquired 
volume which gives the piston a push so that moves in 
downward direction and during the movement of the 
piston in downward direction the reacted oil and water 
will be flushed out by the engine into an separator so 
that the oil and water could be separated and again 
could be used for further workings of the engine. Thus 
completing a complete cycle repeating this cycle again 
and again we can get a continuous mechanical work 
out of it.   

 

 
Fig. 5. Block diagram of Hydro IC engine 
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The bock diagram shows the complete pathway of the 
engine fuel and its working components. It has rather 
been a relevant technique as compared to other energy 
producing systems. This shows the complete pathway 
for the entry and exit of water as well as of the heated 
oil which is being inserted in the engine and after the 
combustion process takes place the fuel is again 
collected in the separator and is separated into water 
and oil and is sent back to its respected systems for 
further continuous action. 
 
C. Major Components of Hydro IC Engine 
 Cylinder: The cylinder used in this engine is formed 

by the casting process using alloy of metals which 
can retain high pressure and temperature which is 
generated during the combustion process. This 
retentively of this cylinder is very essential 
because the total process of work generation takes 
place in this part of the system and any prior 
leakage or damage this part can get an retardation 
in the work output.  

 
 
 Piston: it is also made up by casting process, it is 

made to be lighter in weight so that with minimum 
pressure produced by the combustion process it can 
tend to attain an motion so that so convert the 
chemical energy to mechanical energy. For this 
particular engine a little modification is been done 
to the piston, this piston is a bit different from the 
general 2 stroke engine pistons. This piston which is 
been used in this engine has an inwards curve at its 
head, rather like making a container like structure 
at the head of the piston. This is because the hot oil 
which is firstly added to the engine could be stored 
in a particular area. This is done to decrease the 
surface area of dissipation of the hot oil due to which 
the heat loss due to the surrounding of the engine 
would be less. Due to this type of storage of the hot 
oil, maximum heat could be concentrated at a 
particular area at the head so that when the water is 
added to the clearance volume it could be converted 
into vapour instantly due to greater temperature 
difference. This also helps in transmitting the power 
from combustion.   

 

 
Fig. 6.  The modified piston head 

 Separator:  It is one of major component of the 
hydro IC engine as it helps in reusing the used 
fuel. The oil and water which has reacted inside 
the combustion chamber is given out as a mixture 
of oil and water which can’t be used further, so 
this separator is used so that the mixture of oil and 
water can be separated into oil and water, so that 
it can be again. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Oil and water separator 

 
 PT pump: It is also called as pressure and timing 

pump, in this engine the water which is added 
should be added to the oil with a particular 
velocity and pressure and in this phenomenon the 
pt pump helps us. Due to this pressure control 
process we not only control the pressure but also 
regulate the timing of insertion of water to the 
chamber.  

 

 
Fig. 8. Pressure and timing pump 

 
 External heating agent: It is specially required 

in our hydro IC engine as the fuel material or 
which can be simply classified as oil need to 
be heated up to an higher temperature so that 
it could be useful in the process of generation 
of work. This heating agent could be of many 
types such as solar heaters or manual heaters 
but should have an ability to raise the 
temperature of the fuel material at least up to 
250°C 

 
III. CALCULATIONS AND REALIZATION  
 

A. Graph between the oil supplied to the 
generated emf. 
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This graph shows the graphical representation of oil 
supplied to the rpm generated in the engine. As 
changing the amount of oil supplied to the engine 
keeping the other responsible factors as constant we 
generate a variable rpm range which is shown in the 
above graph. The oil which is inserted is in ml, 
whereas the generated emf is in rpm. 
 
According to the basic stoichiometric relation, the 
mass of the fuel mp ,kg/(cyl. Cycle) delivered 
(injected) in the each cylinder of the engine during one 
realized cycle results from the equation 
 

 
             
Where mp , kg/s –mass flux of the fuel, z- cylinder 
number of the engine, k= 1 rev./cycle, in case of 1- 
revolution engine (2-stroke engine), n, rev/s- 
revolution number. 
 
If a determined amount of (mp , eqn (1)) of fuel should 
be fully burned, the adequate (with the excess  λ0 ) 
amount na of the air (oxygen O2) should be delivered 
into the cylinder each time, in accordance to the 
stoichiometric dependence: 

 
Where: 

 
 

B. Graph showing the relation between the 
breakpoint of the engine to that of the rpm 
generated. 

 

 

In the above graph the relation of speed of hydro IC 
engine to that of the break power is shown, and in this 
it can be said as when the speed of the engine increases 
then with that the break power goes on decreasing. 
 
The heat Qd supplied into the system during one 
period is the sum of heats connected with the indicated 
stages and phases: 

 
Where:  

            

 

 
and: Hu , kj/kg – calorific value of the fuel; mp.ll – 
amount of fuel injected in each stage 
r, kj/kg – enthalpy of vaporization of water; Mw ,kg – 
amount of cooling water injected to the cylinder. 
And the total supplied heat is  
    

 
And the relative amount of cooling water equals: 
       

 
 

C. Graph showing the relation between the torque 
of the engine to that of the break point of the 
engine. 
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The formulas which were taken into account to 
calculate all the above details of the graphs used are: 

    T (torque) =  

    Horse power   =  

    Break power   =  

 
On the base of the experimental results and using the 
elaborated formulas it has been calculated that the 
relative load exchange work can achieve value up to 
40% at the part load (eg. Idle run) of the IC engine. 
 
As consequence of the growing of the relative load 
exchange work is the regular the significant drop of 
the engine energy efficiency. The engine speed 
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influence the real investigation results to the main 
reason of the effect is the throttling process (causing 
exergy losses) occurring in the inlet and outlet 
channels. The newest proposals for solving of this 
problem is based on Appling of the fully electronic 
control of the motion of inlet and outlet valves. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Influence of load ratio on the relative exchange load work 

of the IC engine 
 
The main idea represented in the paper leads to 
diminishing of the ICE charge exchange work. 
Normally the charge exchange occurs one during each 
engine cycle realized. Elaborated proposition based on 
the elimination of chosen charge exchange processes 
and through this dropping of the charge exchange 
work can be achieved.  
 

D. An isothermal EHD approach 
In an ICE, journal bearings are generally exposed to 
different operation conditions in terms of load, speed 
and temperature. As depicted in Fig. 9, depending on 
relative speed, load and viscosity the operating 
conditions reflected as friction coefficient may range 
from purely hydrodynamic lubrication with a 
sufficiently thick oil film to mixed or even boundary 
Lubrication with severe amounts of metal to metal 
contact. 
 

 
Fig. 10. The Stribeck-plot showing the different regimes of 

lubrication: hydrodynamic (HD), elastohydrodynamic (EHD), 
mixed and boundary lubrication 

To calculate the movement of the journal under the 
applied load and the corresponding pressure 
distribution within the oil film an average Reynolds 
equation is used, that takes into account the roughness 
of the adjacent surfaces. When the typical minimum 
oil film thickness is of comparable magnitude to the 
surface roughness, the lubricating fluid flow is also 
affected by the surface asperities and their orientation. 
To account for this modification of the fluid flow we 
use the average Reynolds equation as developed by 
Patir and Cheng [20, 21], which can be written in a 
bearing shell fixed coordinate system as 

 

 
 
where x, z denote the circumferential and axial 
directions, θ the oil filling factor and h, the nominal 
and average oil film thickness, respectively. Further, 
U denotes the journal Circumferential speed, ηp the 
pressure dependent oil viscosity and σs the combined 
(rootmean square) surface roughness. φx, φz, φs 
represent the flow factors that actually take into 
account the influence of the surface roughness. 
 

E. Efficiency  
Effective energy efficiency �e of IC engine depends on 
the energy efficiency �o of the reference ideal 
thermodynamic cycle expressed as 
 

 
 
Where: Ne , kW –effective power output of the real IC 
engine, �p k kg/s- mass flux of the fuel consumed, Hu.p, 
kJ/Kg- specific lover calorific value of the supplied 
fuel, No, kW-power output of the IC engine working 
due to the reference ideal thermodynamic cycle where 
by: 

  
 
Where: ξi – internal goodness rate of the engine, ξm- 
mechanical goodness rate of the IC engine. 
 
Cp of the fuel or can be said as oil - mCpΔT = 0.5643 
KJ Temperature of the reacted fuel or used oil is 477 
Kal (161°C) Efficiency (�) = = 15.79% 

Therefore improving the structure of the reference 
cycle leads to reaching of better effective energy 
efficiency of the real internal combustion energy. 
 
The energy efficiency of each heat engine cannot be 
greater than thermal efficiency of the ideal engine. 
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Work of internal combustion engines, which are used 
as the driving sources of cars, occurs not only at the 
full load, but mostly at the part load. In this range the 
energy efficiency �e is significant lower as in the 
optimal (nominal field) stage of the performance 
parameters. One of the numerous reasons of this stage 
is regular growing of the relative load exchange work 
at the part load (eg. Idle run) of the IC engine. 
 
As standard reference of each real thermodynamic 
cycle of any IC engine is the ideal thermodynamic 
cycle, traditionally called as theoretical reference 
cycle (eg-the seiliger-sabathe cycle). 
 

 
Fig. 11. Operating  characteristics of the internal combustion  

engine 
 

IV.  ECONOMICAL VIEW AND       
   ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
 
In the design and analysis of systems which are 
contributing with energy, economy is combined with 
technical improvements to achieve the highest 
outcome. Many researches [17] show methods with 
details to calculate economic factors in presence of 
efficiency improvement for industrial products and 
this paper is not going into details for it. However 
some researchers [18,19] have recommended that for 
considering the whole aspect of a technology 
improvement, the exergy analysis of the system should 
come into consideration too. The relation between 
sustainability of a process, exergy efficiency and 
environmental impact can be seen in Fig. 10. 
Sustainability and environmental impact have reverse 
relation which shows that when sustainability 
increases, environmental index will decrease. For 
addressing sustainability issue and global 
environmental aspects the concept of exergy should 
come into consideration and sustainability index is a 
symbol to show the sustainability by numbers. It can 
be calculated from below Equation [19]: 
 

 
This Equation clearly shows if the exergy efficiency 
increases from 0.8 to 0.9 is highly affect on the 
sustainability index compared to exergy efficiency 
increasing from 0.1 to 0.2 and finally can be seen that 
for generating a fix amount of power less pollutions of 

SO2 and NOx will produced which leads to less 
environmental impact clearly. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Illustration of the relation between sustainability, 

environmental impact and exergy efficiency in a process [19]. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
From the study, it has been identified that there are 
large potentials of energy savings through the use of 
waste heat recovery technologies. Waste heat recovery 
entails capturing and reusing the waste heat from 
internal combustion engine and using it for heating or 
generating mechanical or electrical work. It would 
also help to recognize the improvement in 
performance and emissions of the engine if these 
technologies were adopted by the automotive 
manufacturers. The study also identified the potentials 
of the technologies when incorporated with other 
devices to maximize potential energy efficiency of the 
vehicles.  
 
The proposed engine the hydro IC engine has been an 
ambitious project for us. It is one of the most eco 
friendly techniques used nowadays. Rather having an 
lower efficiency of 15.68%, it is not so encouraging 
but we believe that with more advancement on this 
project might lead us astonishing results. 
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